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SUMMARY

Since sodium boiling temperature is very high, design limits are

imposed, unlike LWR, on the maximum temperatures of cladding and

fuel pin in sodium cooled liquid metal reactor. Designing a core with

efficient flow grouping while satisfying such design limits requires

essentially accurate prediction of core temperature distribution.

This necessity led us to develop MATRA-LMR, a detailed

subchannel thermal-hydaulics code for liquid metal reactor, based on

MATRA which is the completely rewritten version of COBRA-IV-i.

The major modifications and improvements implemented into

MATRA-LMR are as follows: A) sodium properties are added as a

subprogram, B) correlations of heat transfer coefficients are changed

for sodium coolant, and C) most recent pressure drop correlations,

such as Novendstern, Chieu-Rohsenow-Todreas and Cheng-Todreas,

are included.

The accuracy and proper coding of MATRA-LMR have been

confirmed by calculating ORNL 19-pin and EBR-II 61-pin and 91-pin

experiments. The calculated results of MATRA-LMR for ORNL and

EBR-II experiments were compared to measurements and SLTHEN

calculation results, respectively, and were found to agree well each

other, in general. Small discrepancies in calculated results between

MATRA-LMR and SLTHEN come from the fact that SLTHEN code

employs simplified thermal-hydraulic models to reduce computing time.

Current version of MATRA-LMR can be used only for single

assembly analysis, but we plan to extend its capability, thus enabling

multi-assembly calculations.
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hzl C Subroutine description in program MATRA-LMR

1. Program MATRA
- Driver routine for the MATRA code
- Calls most of the major subroutines controls the transient calculation, and updates the

boundary conditions.
- Initializes variables :

. To zeroes (CLEAR)

. To the values saved from a previous run (RESTRT)
- Controls input/output :

. Input (SETUP)

. output (result)
- Directs the solution approach :

. Steady-state and implicit transient (SCHEME)

. Explicit transient (XSCHEM)
- Sets the transient boundary conditions and forcing functions

at the beginning of each time step

2. Subroutine AREA (J, JX)
* Functions
- Calculates channel area and gap spacing by using the tabular list of channel area and gap

spacing variations supplied as input.
- Uses a linear interpolation to select values from these values.
- Corrects channel area and hydraulic diameter according to the wire wrap inventory when

forced crossflow due to wire wrap is included.
* Arguments
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- JX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)

3. Function BVOID (I, J)
* Acronym
- Bulk VOID fraction

* Functions
- Calculates the bulk void fraction used in the implicit solution scheme according to a

correlation selected by the user for a given quality.
- Not used in the explicit solution scheme because there the homogeneous model is used

exclusively.
- Provides several correlation forms requiring arbitrary constants read from input. These are

provided so that the user can select the correlation form and coefficients that are most
applicable to the particular problem.

* Arguments
- I : Index for channel identification number
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)

4. Subroutine CHF (JSTART, JEND)
* Acronym
- Critical Heat Flux
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* Functions
- Searches MATRA output at the end of each time step for the occurrence of critical heat

flux. The search is made on each rod at a specified axial location range by considering
each rod and the adjacent channels.

- At the completion of the channel enthalpy and flow calculation, an optional call to
Subroutine CHF is provided to calculate critical heat flux ratios over the portion of the
channel denoted by JX=JSTART through J=JEND. The critical heat flux ratio
CHFR(N,J) and critical channel CCHANL(N,J) are calculated for each rod N at axial
location J. CHFR(N,J) is also searched to determine the minimum critical heat flux ratio
MCHFR(J), critical rod MCHFRR(J), and critical channel MCHFRC(J) at each axial
location J. The data is printed as part of the fuel temperature and heat flux output.

- Although the B&W-2 and W-3 CHF correlations are included, users can program other
correlations of their choice as options.

* Arguments
- JSTART : Starting axial location (physical axial level) for calculation of CHF
- JEND : Ending axial location (physical axial level) for calculation of CHF

5. Function CHF1 (N, I, J, JX)
* Acronym
- Critical Heat Flux 1

* Functions
- Returns a CHF value by the B&W-2 CHF correlation.
- Uses the coolant properties of the Ith channel to calculate the CHF of the Nth rod at the

JXth axial location.
* Arguments
- N : Index for rod identification number
- I : Index for channel identification number
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- JX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)

6. Function CHF2 (N, I, J, JX)
* Acronym
- Critical Heat Flux 2

* Functions
- Returns a CHF value by the W-3 CHF correlation.
- Uses the coolant properties of the Ith channel to calculate the CHF of the Nth rod at the

JXth axial location.
* Arguments
- N : Index for rod identification number
- I : Index for channel identification number
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- JX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)

7. Subroutine CHFCOR (N, I, J, JX)
* Acronym
- Critical Heat Flux CORrelation

* Functions
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- Calculates the critical heat flux used only by Subroutine HCOOL.
- Three CHF correlations are included, and the system pressure is used as the basis for

selecting the appropriate orrelation.
* Arguments
- N : Index for rod identification number
- I : Index for channel identification number
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- JX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)

8. Subroutine CIUNIT (ICIU, ICBU, NGROUP)
* Acronym
- Conversion of Input UNIT system

* Functions
- Converts SI to British (ICIU=1)

or British to SI units (ICIU=2).
- Converts British units (in -> ft ; hr -> sec) (ICBU=1)

(ft -> in ; sec -> hr) (ICBU=2).
* Arguments
- ICIU : Input unit conversion switch

ICIU=0 : Converts none.
ICIU=1 : Converts SI to British units.
ICIU=2 : Converts British to SI units.

- ICBU : British unit conversion switch
ICBU=0 : Converts none.
ICBU=1 : Converts British units (in -> ft ; hr -> sec).
ICBU=2 : Converts British units (ft -> in ; sec -> hr).

- NGROUP : Card group number for conversion of units

9. Subroutine CLEAR (STATUS)
* Functions
- Zeroes common blocks prior to execution
- Calculates the size of any common block to be zeroed by using Function LOC4

* Arguments
- STATUS : Flag which may be selectively used to zero common blocks for each case in

multiple case execution passes
STATUS='NEW : All common blocks are zeroed :

ISTAT='NEW in Main Program MATRA only for the 1st case.
STATUS='OLD' : Only Common Block /LARGE1/ is zeroed :

ISTAT='OLD' in Subroutine SETUP from the 2nd case.

10. Subroutine CPTIME (MTIME)
* Acronym
- Central Processing TIME

* Functions
- Returns elapsed calculation time.
- Function SECNDS returns the number of seconds that have elapsed since midnight, less

the value of its argument.
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- Function SECNDS returns a REAL*4 value, and its argument must be of type REAL*4
also.

* Arguments
- MTIME : Elapsed calculation time [sec]

11. Subroutine CURVE (FX, X, F, Y, N, JERROR, ISAVE)
* Functions
- Performs linear interpolation of tabulated data.

* Arguments
- FX : Quantity to be found
- X : Independent variable
- F : Input array of values of the dependent variable (monotonic with Y)
- Y : Input array of values of the independent variable (monotonic increase)
- N : Number of entries in the table of F (number of F or Y values)
- JERROR : Error signal (JERROR=10)
- ISAVE : Table search switch

ISAVE=0 : A complete table search on the independent variable is done.
ISAVE=1 : The location in the table which brackets the independent variable is known

from a previous call to Subroutine CURVE, and the table search is not performed.

12. Subroutine DIFFER (IPART, J, JX)
* Functions
- Calculates differential terms in energy and momentum equations.
- Consists of 4 parts as indicated by IPART :
- Part 1 calculates the enthalpy gradient dh/dx. For the steady-state and SCHEME transient

calculations, dh/dx consists only of the energy change due to axial conduction and energy
transport from the rods. For the XSCHEM transient, dh/dx contains all forms of energy
transport and is truly the steady-state energy gradient dh/dx. When the conducting wall
heat transport model is used, the overall wall-to-coolant heat transfer coefficient UWALL
along with a coefficient to convert coolant temperature to enthalpy is also calculated in
Part 1.

- Part 2 calculates the crossflow resistance CIJ and the lateral momentum flux term.
- Part 3 calculates the pressure loss coefficient DPK and the other components of the

pressure gradient dp/dx without the diversion crossflow w terms.
- Part 4 calculates the complete pressure gradient dp/dx including the diversion crossflow w

terms.
* Arguments

- IPART : Flag to designate a particular calculation part
IPART=1 : Calculates dh/dx (enthalpy gradient).
IPART=2 : Calculates CIJ (crossflow resistance) and lateral momentum flux term.
IPART=3 : Calculates DPK (pressure loss coefficient) and dp/dx (pressure gradient)

without vv (diversion crossflow) term.
IPART=4 : Calculates dp/dx (pressure gradient) with w (diversion crossflow) term.

- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- JX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)

13. Subroutine DIVERT (J, JX)
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* Functions
- Sets up the coefficient matrix [AAA] and the vector {B} such that [AAA]{w}={B}, and

then solves the set of equations for w.
- Performs iterative solution by using SOR (Successive Over-Relaxation : Gauss-Seidel with

over-relaxation).
* Arguments
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- JX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)

14. Subroutine DSODIUM (TC, N, IIUNIT, PP, TT, VVF, VVG,
HHF, HHG, UUF, KKF, SSIGMA)

- Thermodynamic properties of sodium.
- Reference : ANL-CEN-RSD-79-1

15. Subroutine DUMPIT (NTSAVE)
* Functions
- Stores (dumps) all common blocks on the logical unit 8.
- Allows the user to save the current calculated values, look at the results, and then, if

desired, continue the solution.
* Arguments
- NTSAVE : Index for the current time step

16. Subroutine EAZ (X, F, DF, NR)
* Acronym
- Equivalent Annular Zone

* Functions
- Calculates the function value F for NR=1, and both the function value F and 1st

derivative of the function DF for NR=2, at X.
- Here the function is generated to find the root of the nonlinear equation : the Rehme

correlation for single-phase friction factor for the equivalent annular zone of triangular
rod array.

* Arguments
- X : Guess for root of the function F
- F : Function value
- DF : 1st derivative of the function F
- NR : Case index for number of results

17. Subroutine ENERGY (NN, J, JX, TFLO, TFLOJ, QOH)
* Functions
- Solves simultaneous equations of energy.

* Arguments
- NN : Index for external iterations
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- JX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)
- TFLO : Total axial flow rate at bundle inlet for the 1st external iteration [lbm/sec]
- TFLOJ : Total axial flow rate at current calculation level J for the 1st external iteration

[lbm/sec]
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- QOH : Maximum enthalpy error for each external iteration

18. Subroutine FORCE (J, JX)
* Functions
- Specifies forced crossflow at selected gaps and at selected axial locations.
- If a forced crossflow is specified, FDIV=1. ; otherwise, FDIV=0.
- Includes two options for forced crossflow :
- One option is the forced crossflow due to wire wrap calculated by the wire wrap model.
- The other option is the forced crossflow due to grid spacer specified as a fraction of

axial flow.
* Arguments
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- JX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)

19. Function FSPRE (J)
* Acronym
- REhme correlation for Single-Phase Friction factor

* Functions
- Calculates the single-phase turbulent friction factor for triangular rod array with wire wrap

or grid spacer by using the Rehme correlations.
* Arguments
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)

20. Subroutine GAUSS (T, NP, SM)
* Functions
- Solves fuel rod heat conduction equation by the Gauss-Jordan elimination.

* Arguments
- T : Temperature of rod [F]
- NP : Number of fuel collocation points plus one
- SM : Components of coefficient matrix for the fuel rod heat conduction equation

21. Subroutine HCOOL (N,I,J,JX,HTC,IMODE,NSS)
* Functions
- Determines heat transfer coefficient.
- Determines which regime on the boiling curve is appropriate.
- Calls Subroutine HTCOR to obtain the heat transfer coefficient, and calls Subroutine

CHFCOR to obtain the critical heat flux.
* Arguments
- N : Index for rod identification number
- I : Index for channel identification number
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- JX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)
- HTC : Heat transfer coefficient calculated in Subroutine HTCOR [Btu/sec-ft2-F]
- IMODE : Flag to designate regions on the boiling curve
- NSS : Flag to indicate from which routine Subroutine HEAT is called

NSS=0 : SCHEME
NSS=1 : XSCHEM
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NSS=2 : MATRA

22. Subroutine HEAT (NSS, JB, NHT, JX3)
* Functions
- Calculates rod internal temperatures, surface heat flux, linear heat input to each channel,

average fluid temperature and heat transfer coefficient around a rod.
- Consists of 3 parts as indicated by NHT :
- Part 1 calculates the heat flux of each rod based on the rod power, and the rod internal

temperatures if the fuel model is used.
- Part 2 calculates the linear heat input to each channel using the heat flux from Part 1.
- Part 3 calculates the average fluid temperature and average heat transfer coefficient around

a rod used in the fuel rod heat conduction equation.
* Arguments

- NSS : Flag to indicate from which routine Subroutine HEAT is called
NSS=0 : SCHEME
NSS=1 : XSCHEM
NSS=2 : MATRA

- JB : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- NHT : Flag to designate a particular calculation part

NHT=1 : Calculates rod internal temperatures and surface heat flux.
NHT=2 : Calculates linear heat input to each channel.
NHT=3 : Calculates average fluid temperature and heat transfer coefficient around a

rod.
- JX3 : Index for axial location (physical axial level)

23. Subroutine HTCOR (HTC, TSURF, N, I, J, RE, DE, IPART)
* Acronym
- Heat Transfer CORrelation

* Functions
- Calculates a heat transfer coefficient by the correlation specified in the call list.

* Arguments
- HTC : Heat transfer coefficient [Btu/sec-ft2-F]
- TSURF : Rod surface temperature [F]
- N : Index for rod identification number
- I : Index for channel identification number
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- RE : Reynolds number
- DE : Hydraulic diameter [ft]
- IPART : Flag to designate a particular heat transfer correlation

IPART=1
IPART=2
IPART=3
IPART=4
IPART=5
IPART=6
IPART=7

Dittus-Boelter
Thorn
Schrock and
Mcdonough,
Groeneveld
Dougall and
Berenson

Grossman
Milich, and King

Rohsenow
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24. Subroutine ISWAP (I, J, K)
* Functions
- Interchanges the input and output logical unit designations in conjunction with the roll

option ; i.e., logical unit I becomes logical unit J, and vice versa.
- K is a file positioning switch :
- If K is equal to 1, then both I and J are positioned at the beginning of the 1st record.
- If K is not equal to 1, then both I and J are positioned at the beginning of the 2nd

record.
* Arguments
- I : Input/output device for roll option
- J : Input/output device for roll option
- K : File positioning switch

K=l : Both the logical units I and J are positioned at the beginning of the 1st record
K=2 : Both the logical units I and J are positioned at the beginning of the 2nd record.

25. Subroutine LIMITS (NUM, NMIN, NMAX, NGROUP, NCARD, ERROR)
* Functions
- Enhances the editing of input data within Subroutine SETRI.
- Guarantees that the values read into an array are within the dimensioned limits of the

code.
- If not, NUM is changed only for the convenience of editing :

If NUM<NMIN, then NUM=NMIN ;
If NUM>NMAX, then NUM=NUM (for dummy reads).

- However, the case will be terminated after the input data are edited and printed.
- A limit of NERRMX (25) accumulated errors are allowed, after which the editing will

cease.
* Arguments
- NUM : Input parameter to be checked
- NMIN : Minimum allowable value for NUM
- NMAX : Maximum allowable value for NUM
- NGROUP : Card group identifier for editing diagnostics
- NCARD : Input card counter for labeling which card may be in error
- ERROR : Alphanumeric flag for editing :

If ERROR-YES', then the code will terminate following the editing and printing of input
data.

26. Subroutine LOAD (XI, X2, X3, MIN, MAX, LIMIT, NSTEP, IMAGE, NCARD, LU)
* Functions
- Replaces redundant logic within Subroutine SETRI.
- Allows the loading of input data only after the group card parameters have been verified.

* Arguments
- XI
- X2
- X3
- MIN : Maximum allowable sets of (X1,X2,X3) which can be loaded
- MAX : Number of sets of (X1,X2,X3) which the user attempts to load:

If MAX>MIN, then a dummy read is used to account for remaining cards. This allows
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subsequent input to be edited.
- LIMIT : Maximum number of input data per card which can be loaded via the formatted

IMAGE
- NSTEP : Number of variables to be loaded sequentially (1 to 3)
- IMAGE : Variable FORMAT to be used for loading input data
- NCARD : Input card counter for labeling which card may be in error
- LU : Input device used for reading in input data

27. Function LOC4 (IX)
* Acronym
- LOCation of variable in 4-byte unit

* Functions
- Returns the address (memory reference) of its argument as an INTEGER* 4 value in

4-byte unit.
- Function LOC returns the address (memory reference) of its argument as an INTEGER*4

value in 1-byte unit.
* Arguments
- IX : Name of the object whose address to be retrieved

28. Subroutine MIX (J)
* Functions
- Calculates the turbulent mixing w', which is designated by WP.
- Since completely general correlations for turbulent mixing have not been developed for

single- and two-phase flow, this subroutine is set up so that improved correlations can
be included when they become available.

- The approach used is to separate the turbulent mixing into boiling and nonboiling
conditions :
. For nonboiling condition (single-phase flow), several correlation forms are included.
. For boiling condition (two-phase flow), the single-phase correlations may be assumed, or

the turbulent mixing parameter may be specified as a function of quality or void
fraction.

* Arguments
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)

29. Subroutine PBOUND (JUMP)
* Acronym
- Pressure drop BOUNDary condition

* Functions
- Modifies the inlet flow rate for the steady-state solution until all channel pressure drops

are approximately equal to the specified pressure drop DPS.
* Arguments
- JUMP : Convergence indicator

JUMP=1 : Not converged
JUMP=2 : Converged

30. Subroutine PROP (IPART, J, JX)
* Acronym
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- PROPerty of fluid
* Functions
- Calculates fluid properties.
- Consists of 2 parts as indicated by IPART :
- Part 1 calculates the saturated fluid properties as a function of the input system reference

(exit) pressure, and sets up the table of superheated vapor properties by calling
Subroutine STEAM.

- Part 2 calculates the subcooled or superheated fluid properties as a function of enthalpy,
and limits these to saturated values during boiling, and also calculates miscellaneous
parameters.

* Arguments
- IPART : Flag to designate a particular calculation part

IPART=1 : Calculates the saturated fluid properties as a function of input system (exit)
pressure, and sets up the table of superheated vapor properties by calling Subroutine
STEAM.

IPART=2 : Calculates the subcooled or superheated fluid properties as a function of
enthalpy, and limits these to saturated values during boiling, and also calculates
miscellaneous parameters.

- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- JX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)

31. Function PSA (T)
* Acronym
- SAturation Pressure

* Functions
- Calculates the saturation pressure [N/m2 : Pa] for a given saturation temperature [C] of

light water (H2O) according to the 1967 IFC Formulation of Properties for Water and
Steam.

* Arguments
- T : Saturation temperature [C]

32. Subroutine RESTRT (NTSTRT, 1START)
* Acronym
- RESTaRT

* Functions
- Initializes variables to the values saved by Subroutine DUMPIT from a previous run.

* Arguments
- NTSTRT : Index for the 1st time step
- I START : Index for the 1st external iteration

33. Subroutine RESULT (NT)
* Functions
- Prints out and/or plots calculation results for each time step.

* Arguments
- NT : Index for the current time step

34. Subroutine ROLLIT (J, JX, SAVEA1, SAVEA2, SAVEA3, NWR, NDXPL LUO.LUI)
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* Functions
- Reads and writes temporary storage values of the axial dependent variables in conjunction

with the roll option.
* Arguments
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- JX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)
- SAVEA1 : Vector of length NWR, equivalenced to the axial dependent variables

at the axial location J-l
- SAVEA2 : Vector of length NWR, equivalenced to the axial dependent variables at the

axial location J
- SAVEA3 : Vector of length NWR, equivalenced to the axial dependent variables at the

axial location J+l
- NWR : Width of SAVEA1, SAVEA2, and SAVEA3 arrays (Ml)
- NDXP1 : Number of axial nodes plus one
- LUO : Output device for roll option
- LUI : Input device for roll option

35. Function ROOT (FTN, XI, X2, TOLX, TOLF, IMAX, METHOD)
* Functions
- Finds the root of a function known to lie between XI and X2. The root, returned as

ROOT, will be refined until the absolute value of its accuracy is within TOLX or the
absolute value of the function value is within TOLF.

- FTN (X,F,DF,NR) is a user-supplied subroutine that returns the function value F for
NR=1, and both the function value F and 1st derivative of the function DF for NR=2, at
X. NR is the case index for number of results.

* Arguments
- FTN : A user-supplied subroutine that returns F and DF
- XI : Initial lower bound
- X2 : Initial upper bound
- TOLX : Convergence factor for X
- TOLF : Convergence factor for F
- IMAX : Maximum allowed number of iterations
- METHOD : Flag to designate a particular root finding method

METHOD=1 : Bisection method
METH0D=2 : Newton-Raphson method
METH0D=3 : Newton-Raphson / Bisection method

36. Subroutine SCHEME (JUMP, ISTART)
* Functions
- Sets up and performs the solution of the implicit finite difference scheme.
- Performs the steady-state and implicit transient solution.
- Performs the calculations through the bundle in a stepwise manner given a set of

boundary and initial conditions.
- First the enthalpy h(x) is calculated and an estimate for axial flow m(x) is made for the

1st iteration only. The diversion crossflow w(x) and axial flow m(x) are then calculated.
Any value of w(x) or m(x) not converged to within a selected tolerance is sufficient to
set the convergence flag JUMP to 1. Following the crossflow and axial flow
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calculations, the pressure p(x) and lateral pressure difference dp(x) are calculated. The
procedure is repeated stepwise up the bundle until the exit is reached. If the crossflows
and axial flows are converged (JUMP=2), or the maximum allowable number of iterations
is reached, control is returned to the main program. Otherwise the bundle is swept again
using new estimates for flows in the calculations.

- Regardless of convergence, a minimum number of iterations is required depending on the
fuel model options employed :

Minimum Number
Iterations Fuel Model Options

2 No fuel model
3 Fuel model without RELAP-type heat transfer package
4 Fuel model with RELAP-type heat transfer package

* Arguments
- JUMP : Convergence indicator

JUMP=1 : Not converged
JUMP=2 : Converged

- ISTART : Starting iteration number ; May be other than 1 for restart cases

37. Function SCQUAL (I,J)
* Acronym
- SubCooled QUALity

* Functions
- Levy model for subcooled void
- Calculates the subcooled true quality as a correction to the equilibrium quality.

* Arguments
- I : Index for channel identification number
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)

38. Subroutine SETIV
* Acronym
- Initializing Variables in subroutine SETup

* Functions
- Initializes and sets up variables to run problems.
- Calculates miscellany from input.

39. Subroutine SETPI (ERROR)
* Acronym
- Printing out Input data in subroutine SETup

* Functions
- Prints out input data.

* Arguments
- ERROR : Alphanumeric flag for editing :

If ERROR='YES', then the code will terminate following the editing and printing of
input data.

40. Subroutine SETRI (ERROR)
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* Acronym
- Reading in Input data in subroutine SETup

* Functions
- Reads in input data.

* Arguments
- ERROR : Alphanumeric flag for editing :

If ERROR-YES', then the code will terminate following the editing and printing of
input data.

41. Subroutine SETUP
* Functions
- Reads in and prints out input data, converts input printout unit systems, and also

initializes and sets up variables to run problems.
- Reads in input data : SETRI
- Editing of input (Checks input against dimension limits) : LIMITS
- Loading of input : LOAD (& READ statements)
- Prints out input data : SETPI
- Converts input printout unit systems : CIUNIT
- Initializes and sets up variables to run problems : SETIV

42. Subroutine SPLIT (IG, GIN)
* Functions
- Corrects flow estimate by iterations. This procedure assumes that there is a density

change with length and that no diversion crossflow is occurred. Convergence tolerance is
E.

- Divides the channel flow rates at the inlet of the bundle to give equal pressure gradients
across the 1st axial node by assuming that there is no spatial acceleration component of
pressure drop.

* Arguments
- IG : Option for specified inlet mass velocity

IG=0 : Uniform inlet mass velocity GIN (SETRI 11.1) specified
IG=1 : Average bundle mass velocity GIN (SETRI 11.1) specified but channel inlet

flows split for equal pressure gradient across the 1st axial node
IG=2 : Average bundle mass velocity GIN (SETRI 11.1) specified but channel inlet

flows split by individual channel inlet flow fraction (SETRI 11.3) specified
- GIN : Inlet mass velocity [Mlbm/hr-ft2] : [kg/sec-m2]

43. Subroutine STEAM (PRESS)
* Functions
- Initializes the tabular values of superheated steam properties.

* Arguments
- PRESS : System reference (exit) pressure [psia]

44. Subroutine SYSDT (D,T)
* Acronym
- current SYStem Date and Time

* Functions
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- Returns the current system date and time.
* Arguments
- D : 9-byte character string of the form 'dd-mmm-yy'
- T : 8-byte character string of the form 'hh:mm:ss'

45. Function TAF (II, PI, P2)
* Functions
- Calculates the properties of light water in Subregion 1 (liquid) and Subregion 2 (vapor)

according to the 1967 IFC Formulation of Properties for Water and Steam.

46. Subroutine TEMP (TT, N, JJ, IFLAG, ISS, JXX)
* Acronym
- TEMPerature of rod

* Functions
- Calculates the steady-state and transient fuel rod internal temperature distribution.
- The mathematical model considers both variable thermal conductivity and axial conduction.

Also, axially varying fuel types are permissible.
- The problem is solved in the radial coordinate by the orthogonal collocation method of

weighted residuals using the Kirchoffs transformation in the fuel rod heat conduction
equation.

- The time derivative and axial coordinate are handled by conventional finite difference
techniques.

* Arguments
- TT : Temperature of rod [F]
- N : Index for rod identification number
- JJ : Index for axial location (current calculation level)
- IFLAG : Convergence indicator

IFLAG=0 : Not converged
IFLAG=1 : Converged

- ISS : Flag to designate time dependency of calculation
ISS=0 : Transient calculation
ISS=1 : Steady-state calculation

- JXX : Index for axial location (physical axial level)

47. Function TSA (P)
* Acronym
- SAturation Temperature

* Functions
- Iterates saturation temperature [C] for a given saturation pressure [N/m2 : Pa] for heavy

or light water depending what procedure for PSA has been chosen.
* Arguments
- P : Saturation pressure [N/m2 : Pa]

48. Subroutine VAN (NCARD, ERROR)
* Acronym
- Variable Axial Node

* Functions
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- Allows variable axial node.
* Arguments
- NCARD : Input card counter for labeling which card may be in error
- ERROR : Alphanumeric flag for editing :

If ERROR-YES', then the code will terminate following the editing and printing of
input data.

49. Function VCHLE (I,J)
* Acronym
- CHexal-LEllouche correlation for bulk Void fraction

* Functions
- Calculates the bulk void fraction by using the Chexal-Lellouche correlation.

* Arguments
- I : Index for channel identification number
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)

50. Subroutine VOID (J)
* Functions
- Calculates subcooled void fraction, bulk void fraction, two-phase mixture density,

two-phase momentum specific volume, two-phase momentum velocity, two-phase friction
multiplier, effective flow density for energy, and two-phase friction factor.

- Not used in the explicit solution scheme because there the homogeneous model is used
exclusively.

* Arguments
- J : Index for axial location (current calculation level)

51. Subroutine XSCHEM (IPART)
* Acronym
- explicit SCHEMe

* Functions
- Performs the explicit transient solution.
- A normal call to Subroutine XSCHEM (IPART=2) advances the solution one complete

time step and calculates the duration of the next time step.
- For the running start option, the steady-state implicit solution is first calculated. The

resulting channel flows are then used to determine the maximum time step allowed for
the explicit transient by a call to Subroutine XSCHEM (IPART=1). Otherwise, an input
value for the maximum allowable time step is used for the 1st time step.

- One pass through Subroutine XSCHEM (IPART=2) results in three channel sweeps. The
1st sweep calculates tentative flows and also updates fuel temperatures, if a fuel model is
used. The 2nd sweep is iterated for the actual flow/pressure field solution until the
maximum dilation in any one cell is sufficiently small. The 3rd sweep finds the
maximum Courant number in the mesh for calculating the next time step.

* Arguments
- IPART : Flag to designate a particular calculation part

IPART=1 : Adjusts time step according to the maximum Courant number.
IPART=2 : Advances the solution one complete time step and calculates the duration

of the next time step.
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D Program MATRA-LMR input description

Program MATRA-LMR

Matra.l
/MAXT, IIUNIT, JIUNIT, JOUNIT/ (415)

* MAXT : Computer time limit
* IIUNIT : Input unit system

= 0
= 1

JIUNIT : Input print unit system
= 0
= 1

= 0
= 1

British
SI

British
SI

JOUNIT : Output printout unit system
British
SI

Restrt.l
/NJUMP, NA, IT, NTT, TTT/ (415, F5.0)
—> Option input : MAXT negative

* NJUMP : Restart flag
= 0 : Continue calculation on a previous steady-state or transient solution, do not

read in any additional data.
= 1 : New problem calculation with a previous solution reading additional data.
= 2 : Read dump tape, print input and results then stop.
= 3 : Same as (= 0), but all the input data is printed.

* NA : Number of additional iterations
* IT : Begin a transient solution at time zero from a previous solution. (= 1)
* NTT : Number of additional time steps
* TTT : Total additional transient time (sec)

Setri.O
/KASE, Jl, TEXT/ (215, 17A4)

* KASE : Problem case number
* Jl : Print option for input data.

- 0 : Print only new input data.
= 1 : Print all input data.
= 2 : Print only operating conditions.
= 10 : Print all input data, then stop.

* TEXT : Output text for problem identification.

Group 1 - Fluid property table
Setri.l

/NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6/ (715)
* NGROUT = 1
* N1(NPROP) : Number of property cards to be read (= 100)
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* N2(ISTEAM) : No superheated steam properties (= 0)
* N3 : Not applicable if N2=0 (= 0)
* N4(J9) : Method for calculation of fluid properties (= 0 : interpolation)
* N5(IFLUID) : Option for heat transfer coefficient

Dittus-Boelter (for water)
Schad-modified (CRBRP)
Westinghouse (FFTF)
Lyon-Martinelli

N6(NFSPLT) : Option for flow split and pressure drop
Novendstern
Chiu-Rohsenow-Todreas (CRT)
Cheng-Todreas (CT)

Group 2 - Friction factor and two phase flow correlation
Setri.2

/NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7/ (815)
* NGROUP = 2
* N1(J2) : Subcooled void formation correlation (= 0 : no subcooled voids)
* N2(J3) : Void fraction correlation (= 0 : homogeneous model)
* N3(J4) : Two phase friction multiplier (= 0 : homogeneous model)
* N4(NVISCW) : Wall viscosity correlation

= 0 : No heatd wall correlation in friction factor
= 1 : Include heated wall correlation in friction factor

* N5(LAMNF) : Laminar friction factor (= 0 : no laminar correlation)
* N6 : = 0 (not use)
* N7(J8) : Single phase turbulent friction factor (= 0 for sodium)

Setri.2.1
/AA, BB, CC/ (3F5.3)

* Turbulent friction factor coefficient : f = AA (Re)BB + CC (0.316 Re025)

Group 3 - Axial heat flux table
Setri.3

/NGROUP, Nl/ (215)
* NGROUP = 3
* N1(NAX) : Number of entries in heat flux table

Setri.3.1
/Y(I), AXIAL(I)/ (12F5.3)

* Y : Relative position (X/L)
* AXIAL : Relative heat flux at (X/L) (Local flux / average flux)

Group 4 - Channel layout and dimensions
Setri.4

/NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6/ (715)
* NGROUP = 4
* Nl : Number of data cards of subchannel
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* N2(NCHANL) : Total number of subchannels
* N3(NS) : Number of gaps
* N4(NWK) : Number of thermal connections (= 0)
* N5 : Logical unit from which card set Setri.4.1 is to be read. (= 9)
* N6 : Logical unit from which card set Setri.4.3 is to be read. (= 9)

Setri.4.1
: Read datas from results of geometry calculation (geom.out)

Setri.4.3
: Read datas from results of geometry calculation (geom.out)

Group 5 - Subchannel area variation
—> Not use without area variation
Setri.5

/NGROUP, Nl, N2/ (315)
* NGROUP = 5
* Nl (NAP ACT) : Number of subchannel for which area variation tables are to be read
* N2(NAXL) : Number of axial location for subchannel area variations

Setri.5.1
/AXL(I)/ (12F5.3)

* AXL : Axial location (X/L) where subchannel area variations will be specified

Setri.5.2
/I, AFACT(I)/ (15 / 12F5.3)

* I : Identification number of a subchannel with area variations
* AFACT : Relative subchannel area(Ai/Anominal) at each axial level(AXL)

Group 6 - Gap size variation table
--> Not use without gap variation
Setri.6

/NGROUP, Nl, N2/ (315)
* NGROUP = 6
* Nl(NGAPS) : Number of gaps with gap variation
* N2(NGXL) : Number of axial location for gap variation

Setri.6.1
/GAPXL(I)/ (12F5.3)

* GAPXL : Axial locations (X/L) where GAP variations will be specified

Group 7 - Wire wrap and spacer disign information
Setri.7

/NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6/ (715)
* NGROUP = 7
* N1(J6) = 1 : Wire wrap input

= 2 : Grid spacer input



= 3 : Wire wrap input and grid spacer loss coefficient input
* N2 : Number of GAPs
* N3(NGRID) : Number of axial location for grid spacers (= 0)
* N4(NGRIDT) : Number of grid types for which data will be supplied (= 0)
* N5(NRAMP) : Number of iterations over which the loss terms and wire wrap effect are to

be ramped into the solution (= 0)
* N6 : Logical unit that card sets Setri.7.2 and Setri.7.3 are to be read (= 9)

Setri.7.1
/PITCH, DIA, THICK, PITCHR/ (4E10.5)

* PITCH : Wire wrap pitch (in.)
* DIA : Rod or cladding outer diameter (in.)
* THICK : Wire wrap diameter (in.)
* PITCHR : Rod pitch (in.)

Setri.7.2
Read datas from results of geometry calculation (geom.out)

Setri.7.3
Read datas from results of geometry calculation (geom.out)

Group 8 - Rod layout and fuel properties
Setri.8

/NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8, N9/ (1015)
* NGROUP = 8
* Nl : The number of cards of rod data to be read
* N2(NROD) : The total number of rods
* N3(NC) : Order of approximation used in fuel model (= 0 no fuel model)
* N4(NFUELT) : The number of fuel materials (= 0 : not applicable)
* N5(NCHF) : Critical heat flux option (= 0 : no CHF calculation)
* N6(NQAX) : Additional fuel model options (= 0 : not applicable)
* N7(NHTC) : Heat transfer correlation option (= 0 : Setri.l.N5)
* N8(NRODTP) : Option for axially varying fuel material (= 0)
* N9 : Logical unit from which card set Setri.8.1 is to be read (= 9)

Group 9 - Calculation variables
Setri.9

/NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6/ (715)
* NGROUP = 9
* N1(NSKIPX) : Output print option

= 0 or 1 : Print all axial levels
> 1 : Print every Nl axial levels

* N2(NSKIPT) : Output print option
= 0 or 1 : Print all axial levels
> 1 : Print every N2 axial levels

* N3(KI1) : Specifies the solution algorithm to solve the problem
= 0 : Implicit for both steady-state and transient
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= 1 : Implicit steady-state and explicit transient with A p
= 2 : Start explicit transient with zero flow initial condition, and A p B.C.
= 3 : Implicit steady-state and explicit transient with inlet flow B.C.
= 4 : Start explicit transient with zero flow I.C. and inlet flow B.C.

* N4(IROLL) : Problem roll option (= 0 : no roll option)
* N5(ITSTEP) : Maximum time step table

= 0 : FDT(Setri.9.3) for all time
> 0 : Read variable max. timestep (time vs. max. time step)

* N6(NVAZ) : Number of axial zones for variable axial node length
= 0 or 1 : Uniform axial node length
> 1 : Read variable axial node length (no. of nodes vs. axial length fraction)

Setri.9.1
/Z, TTIME, WERRX, WERRY, FERROR, KIJ, SL, FTM, THETA, USDON, DAMPNG,

ACCELY, ACCELF/
(13E5.0)

* Z : Total axial length (in.)
* TTIME : Total transient time (sec)
* WERRX : External crossflow convergence limit (= 0 : default = 0.1)
* WERRY : Internal crossflow convergence limit (= 0 : default = 0.001)
* FERROR : External axial flow convergence limit (= 0 : default = 0.01)
* KIJ : Turbulent crossflow resistance factor (= 0 : default = 0.5)
* SL : Transverse momentum factor (= 0 : default = 0.5)
* FTM : Turbulent momentum factor (= 0 : default = 0.)
* THETA : Bundle orientation (= 0 : vertical)
* USDON : Contribution of velocity from the donor and receiver subchannels (= 0)
* DAMPNG : Damping factor for iterative SP term (= 0 : default = 0.8)
* ACCELY : Crossflow solution accelerator (= 0 : default = 1.6)
* ACCELF : Damping factor for iterative axial flow (= 0.5 recommand : default = 1.)

Setri.9.2
/NDX, NDT, NTRIES, ITRY, ITRYM/ (515)

* NDX : Number of axial nodes
* NDT : Total number of time steps allowed. For implicit transient the time step size is

(TTIME / NDT)
* NTRIES : Max. number of external iterations allowed in implicit solution scheme

(resonable value = 200)
* ITRY : Max. number of internal iterations allowed in implicit solution scheme

(resonable value = 200)
* ITRYM : Min. number of iterations in the internal crossflow solution(= 0 : default = 5)

Group 10 - Turbulent mixing correlation
Setri.IO

/NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6/ (715)
* NGROUP = 10
* N1(NSCBC) : Single phase turbulent mixing option

= 0 : Wk = ABETA * (SkG)



* N2(NBCC) : Option for two phase mixing (= 0 : same as subcooled)
* N3(J5) : Option for radial thermal conduction mixing

= 0 : No thermal conduction (for water)
= 1 : Read thermal geometry factor at Setri.10.3

* N4Q10) : Independent variable of two phase turbulent mixing function (= 0)
* N5(ISTM) : Turbulent mixing model (= 0)
* N6(ISVD) : Void drift model (= 0)

Setri.10.1
/ABETA, BBETA/ (2F5.3)

* ABETA, BBETA : Constants coefficients for the turbulent mixing correlation (Recom. :

0.01, 0.0)

Setri.10.3
/GK/ (F5.3)

* GK : Geometry factor for radial thermal conduction mixing (= 0.5 : recommand)

Group 11 - Operating conditions and transient forcing functions
Setri. 11

/NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8/ (915)
* NGROUP = 11
* Nl(IH) : Inlet enthalpy or temperature

= 0 : Inlet enthalpy
= 1 : Inlet temperature
= 2 : Inlet enthalpy for each subchannel
= 3 : Inlet temperature for each subchannel

* N2(IG) : Inlet mass flux (= 1 : recommand)
= 0 : Inlet mass flux for each subchannel
= 1 : Average bundle mass flux but subchannel flow is split to give equal dp/dx
= 2 : Average bundle mass flux but flow is split by flow fraction supplied

* N3(NP) : Transient forcing function for system pressure (= 0)
* N4(NH) : Transient forcing function for inlet temperature (= 0)
* N5(NG) : Transient forcing function for inlet mass flux or pressure drop (= 0)
* N6(NQ) : Transient forcing function for average heat flux (= 0)
* N7(K10) : Option for pressure drop boundary condition transients (= 0)
* N8(NHK) : Transient forcing function for exit enthalpy (= 0)

Setri. 11.1
/PEXIT, HIN, GIN, AFLUX, HOUT, DPS/ (6F10.0)

* PEXIT : System pressure (psia)
* HIN : Inlet temperature (F)
* GIN : Inlet mass flux (Mlb/hr-ft2)
* AFLUX : Average heat flux (MBtu/hr-ft2)
* HOUT : Exit enthalpy (= blank)
* DPS : Option pressure drop rather than flow B.C. in the steady-state (= blank)

Group 12 - Output options for calculations
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Setri.12
/NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8/ (915)

* NGROUP = 12
* N1(NOUT) : Print option

= 0 : Subchannel data only
= 1 : Subchannel data and crossflovv only
= 2 : Subchannel data and fuel rod temperatures only
= 3 : Subchannel data, crossflows and fuel rod temperatures

* N2(NPCHAN) : Option for subchannel data printout
= 0 : All subchannel data
> 0 : Read N2 subchannel identification numbers of subchannels to be printed

* N3(NPR0D) : Option for fuel rod heat flux and temperature printout
= 0 : All rods are printed
> 0 : Read in N3 rod id. no. of rods to be printed

* N4(NPN0DE) : Option for interior fuel node temp, printout for all rods
= 0 : Print rod centerline, rod surface and cladding surface temp.

* N5(NPGAP) : Option for GAP crossflow printout
= 0 : Print crossflow for all GAPs
> 0 : Read GAP no. of GAPs to be printed

* N6(NSKPLT) : Option for transient plotting (= 0 : no plots are printed)
* N7(NPLTCH) : Option to plot channels (= 0 : no plots)
* N8(NPLTGP) : Option for GAP crossflovv plotting (= 0 : no plot)
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E : Program specset.f input (specdat)

MC= 200 ! number of subchannels
MG= 300 ! number of gaps
MX= 301 ! number of axial nodes
MN= 6 ! number of fuel collocation point plus three
MR= 100 ! number of rods
ME= 301 ! = MX
MP= 100 ! number of cards in property table
ML= 50 ! number of axial locations for gap and area variation
MZ= 20 ! number of axial locations for grid spacers
MW= 50 ! number of wall connections
MY= 20 ! number of axial fuel type divsions
MI= 20 ! number of connections to a channel
MO= 20 ! width of AAA array (7 for square arrays, 5 for triangular)
MK= 10 ! number of grid spacer types
MA= 100 ! number of subchannels that can have area variations
MT= 10 ! number of fuel types
MS= 100 ! number of gaps that can have gap spacing variations
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F Program specspl.f

This auxiliary program is used to split the file 'specfix'
generated by the program 'specset' into the files to be included
in the MATRA code.

PROGRAM SPECSPL
i

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
i

PARAMETER (11=50)
i

CHARACTER* 8 DUMMY(9)
CHARACTER*8 BLANK

i

DATA BLANK /' '/
DATA 12 1591

\

OPEN (UNIT=50, FILE='specfixl,STATUS='OLD')
OPEN (UNIT=60, FILE='spec/specs', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=61, FILE='spec/spec01\ STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=62, FILE='spec/specO2', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=63, FILE='spec/spec03', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=64, FILE='spec/specO4', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=65, FILE='spec/specO5', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=66, FILE='spec/specO6', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=67, FILE='spec/specO7', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=68, FILE='spec/spec08') STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=69, FILE='spec/specO9', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=70, FILE='spec/speclO', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=71, FILE='spec/specir, STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=72, FILE='spec/specl2', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=73, FILE='spec/specl3', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=74, FILE='spec/specl4', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=75, FILE='spec/specl5', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=76, FILE='spec/specl6', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=77, FILE='spec/specl7', STATUS=!UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=78, FILE='spec/spec 19\ STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=79, FILE='spec/spec20I, STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=80, FILE='spec/spec21', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=81, FILE='spec/spec30', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=82, FILE='spec/spec311, STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=83, FILE='spec/spec32', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=84, FILE='spec/spec33', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=85, FILE='spec/spec34', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
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OPEN (UNIT=86, FILE='spec/spec35', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=87, FILE='spec/spec36', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=88, FILE='spec/spec37', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=89, FILE='spec/spec38', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=90, FILE='spec/spec39', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=91, FILE='spec/spec40', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=92, FILE='spec/spec41', STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=93, FILE='spec/spec42\ STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT=94, FILE='spec/spec43', STATUS='UNKNOWN')

i

I
i

DO
READ (11,1000) (DUMMY(K),K= 1,9)
IF (DUMMY(l).EQ.BLANK) THEN

EXIT
ELSE IF (DUMMY(1).EQ.'*CD SPEC) THEN

12=12+1
ELSE

WRITE (12,1000) (DUMMY(K),K=1,9)
END IF

END DO
i

STOP
i

I

! Specification of read and write format (in order of appearance)

1000 FORMAT (9A8)
I

END
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G Geometry input description

Program GEOM

Program GEOM automatically calculates, and makes card images of, MATRA input data for
input card groups 4, 7, 8, for hexagonal rod bundles.

Card 1
/JCONTU, HEADER/ (15, 18A4)
JCONTU = 1 : standard GEOM run
HEADER : job title

Card 2
Blank card.

Card 3
/RPITCH, RODDIM, PD, FFD, PACFAC/ (5E5.3)
RPITCH : rod pitch (in.)
RODDIM : rod diameter (in.)
PD : ratio of rod pitch to rod diameter
FFD : flat to flat I.D. duct dimension
PACFAC : rod packing factor

= 0 : assembly telerances are applied only to the peripheral gaps and the interior gaps
are assumed to have a width defined as the rod pitch minus the rod diameter.

= 1 : assembly telerances are applied uniformly and the peripheral and interior gaps
have the same dimensions.

Card 4
/IOUT(l), I0UT(2), I0UT(3), I0UT(4), NPUN, IRODP/ (611)
IOUT(1) = 1 : area and gap connection data for MATRA group 4 are output.
I0UT(2) = 1 : gap direction angles for MATRA group 4 are output.
I0UT(3) = 1 : MATRA group 7 wire wrap data are output.
I0UT(4) = 1 : rod to channel connection data for group 8 are output.
NPUN = 0 : output is to be on logical unit 9.
IRODP = 0 : use the nominal value of the rod power factor in Card 5.

= unit no. : individual relative rod powers for group 8 are to be read sequentially
from logical unit IRODP.

Card 5
/NRODS, RDIAM, RAD, NTYPO, CW, IS, DEL, CORNER, ICOBRA/

(15, 2F5.3, 315, F5.3, 215)
NRODS : number of rods
RDIAM : nominal rod diameter (in.)
RAD : nominal rod power factor. If IRODP = unit no., NTYPO = 0
NTYPO : subchannel friction factor typing parameter.

= 0 : all subchannels are type 1. (0.316Re'°25)
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